As well as six new pupils in Green class, we have also had a new teacher! All pupils and
Angela have settled in very well, and are enjoying their new class.

Our topic this term is “Let there be Light!” We have been learning about light sources,
experimenting with shadows and building simple electrical circuits. In particular, we
have been interested to find out that the moon is not a source of light! Lots of work
with mirrors and torches helped us to understand this.

As well as our light topic work, this term has been a lovely term of working on the
recovery curriculum. Most of our pupils had an extended time off school this year, so
we have been really focusing on rebuilding relationships with adults and peers,
re-establishing routines and expectations, and looking after our mental health. We
have worked hard on ensuring that everyone settles in beautifully. We have enjoyed
collaborative art; we have worked in teams and pairs to build structures, and in PSHE,
we have been discussing and learning about our emotions. Every morning, we discuss how
we are feeling and refer back to this throughout the day, so that pupils can begin to
acknowledge and understand theirs and others’ feelings.

A highlight of our term has been our weekly cooking sessions. We have done lots of
chopping, peeling, blending, baking and of course tasting! We have made smoothies,
toasties, soup, chocolate crispy cakes, and shortbread.

We have enjoyed some fabulous PE lessons with Savvy from Premier Sports. We have
done lots of work on agility, balance and coordination. We have all improved our ball
and team skills.

Of course, we have also been doing lots of reading, writing, art and maths. Here are a
few examples of our fantastic work!
We read and role played ‘The Black Rabbit’ by Philippa Leathers, then sequenced the
story and wrote some sentences.

Green Class wish you all a very Merry Christmas, and a happy and healthy New Year!

